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The GOATZETTE is published quarterly. Yes, I realize it’s August, and this is the July Issue. I hope 

you feel this one was worth the wait. It’s been ten years since we started this experiment in Bock-centric 

journalism, and it’s been a fun ride all the way. I hope you feel the same way. KEVIN, put the October 

issue out in October, please! 
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TTHHEE  BBOOCCKK  FFLLOOWWSS  HHEERREE!!  
 

Hello Fellow Bocksters! I hope everyone has had a fun and safe summer so 

far. Here we are in July, half of 2012 gone, one month away from CANvention and 
5 months from Blue/Gray! I know we’re all looking forward to both of those mega 

shows to see what new items we can pick up for our collections, as well as re-

kindle friendships, exchange war stories and empty some beers! This years 

CANvention in Springfield, MA will have some special meaning. As you are all 

aware, 3 long time and well known Bocksters passed away; Bockster Emeritus’ 

Jerry Trowbridge, Jim Dixon and Warren Hardaker. Also, another very good friend 
and Bockster Darren Suran passed away in April.  

At last years Bockster meeting in Covington, our esteemed Secretary/ 

Treasurer Jim Romine announced he was relinquishing those chapter 

responsibilities and at the end of this BCCA year he would have published his 40th 

edition (and last) of the award winning chapter magazine, the Goatzette. When 

you take a step back and look at what Jim has accomplished for this chapter you 

have to be in awe! Since the Bocksters inception, he has continually built up the 
membership, managed and organized CANvention meetings, raffles and manned 

the CANvention chapter sales table, written numerous feature and supplementary 

articles for 40 editions of the Goatzette, helped catalogue all things Bock, 

organized and ran the renowned and profitable Mega Raffles, and last but not 

least organized a very charitable raffle with the Rusty Bunch for the Dixon family.  

These are things that I can recall but I’m sure you all can come up with a 
few more accomplishments. So, as you can see, Jim has dedicated 10 years to 

make the Bocksters one of the most fun and successful chapters in the BCCA. The 

special meaning: start of a new era for the Merry Bocksters! Next time you see 

Jim, give him a big ‘Thank You’ for his unselfish dedication to the Chapter! We 

have a good core of officers and a new editor so please contribute to the chapter 

any way you can going forward to keep it fun and successful.  

An e-mail will be sent out to let you know when the Bockster meeting will 
take place at CANvention. It will also appear in the CANvention Booklet. I’m sure 

there will be some nice members only raffle prizes, some nice cold Bocks and a 

few other surprises so don’t miss the CANvention or the meeting. …..  

Rumor has it there may be another Mega raffle of another great Bock can in 

the works. Since the last Mega raffle, we’ve had to find another way to sell tickets 

online because although we all know this is a non-profit organization, the short 
sighted, overbearing, greedy monopoly known as Paypap, locked up some of our 

ticket sales stating they don’t support using their facilities for raffles. Jim spent 

way too much time on the phone, exchanging e-mails and going around in a loop 

with Paypap ‘management’ to convince them we weren’t doing anything illegal 

and free up our funds. I’ve been pursuing a couple of other options for online 

funds transfer to allow our members to participate in the raffle. Hopefully we’ll 
have an alternative method to collect funds online so more collectors can 

participate. Obviously we need to make sure we have an opportunity to add to the 

Bockster treasury before we undertake another Mega raffle. Stay tuned for any 

update. 

  Have a great end of summer, enjoy your bock and hopefully you’ll find some 

new stuff for the collection.  Hope to see y’all in Springfield! 

 

Cheers!    JOE #24997 



A Peep from the Veep  

Hello fellow Bocksters! I hope you all have had an enjoyable Summer and have added something nice to 

your bock collections. I made it my mission to add a bock can to the collection this summer but in spite of 

attending several shows and checking the electronic markets, so far I’ve struck out. I really wanted to add 

something not only for my collection but also so I’d have an interesting item to write about for you. All the 

frownie faces for me . Since I’ve got nothing new to write about, how about something old? And since 

they say a picture is worth a thousand words, I’m hoping the following picture will get me out of the dog 

house with the editor since I’ve been seriously lacking in the verbiage department lately! This is a picture of 

some of my favorite bocks:  

 

Of course, the sign in the middle is doubly 

special to me since it is both bock AND West 

Virginia. You may recall that I am originally 

from WV and collect breweriana from there 

although I have lived in Florida for 27 years 

now. It is the only bock sign in my collection 

and is made of cardboard, roughly 12 x 18 

inches and does not list a manufacturer. I date 

it to the 1930’s because the script S in Special 

was only used before WWII. I know Jim has 

one too but apart from our 2, does anyone else 

have this sign? Please let me know if you do. 

I’ve surrounded it with some of my favorite 

bock cans. Nothing really super tough here but 

they are all in pretty decent shape and they all 

have one thing in common. Can you see what 

it is? Obviously they are all bocks but they all 

also have goats on them. Yeah, I know most 

bock cans do have goats on them but I 

specifically left out any cans without goats. 

Since the sign had a nice big goat on it I 

thought the cans I pictured should have one 

too. 

 

 

 

Most of these cans have been acquired at shows like Blue/Gray or Canvention. A few from dealers and eBay. 

Like I said, nothing special here but I’ve tried to get the cleanest example I could get. Since I have limited 

wall space for cans, I’ve constantly upgraded cans so they all display well with each other. The Gunther is 

the one we drank two years ago at B/G, the Regal Pale is from the trunk find, the Canadian Ace is the only 

one here with a bock lid and was bought as part of a full six pack (including the cardboard carrier) well over 

a dozen years ago. Sorry, the rest of the cans and the carrier are long gone. The Richbrau is the only tab in 

the group and was a hidden gem in a group of very common cans I got off eBay many years ago. I must have 

been the only one that spotted it lurking in the background as the auction went cheap. Gotta love when things 

like that happen! 

 

I’m looking forward to Canvention in Springfield and hope you are too. I’ll remain on the hunt for a nice 

bock can or two to add to the collection. We’ll be getting a preview of some great bock items from the 

Grenke collection that will be auctioned after Canvention so I’m really looking forward to that. Hope to see 

all of you at the Bockster Chapter meeting in Springfield! Prost! 

VEEP Joe Older MB #105 

 



New Newsletter Editor News 
(Say that three times real fast) 

Yes, I still am the future newsletter editor and will be taking over from Jim with the next issue.  I thought I 

would have stepped in by now but life got in the way for a little while but now things are back on track.  Jim and I 

will be getting together soon to so he can show me the ropes and iron out any kinks in the transition. 

I just got back from a really cool vacation/digging/beer drinking trip out west.  The wife and I started out in 

Portland where we visited fellow BCCA member Josh Goldstein for the Fourth of July holidays.  Josh and I got in a 

couple days in digging pits with the permission of our significant others.  Unfortunately, no bock cans were to be 

found but we did unearth some nice 30’s and 40’ cans from a few pits.  Nothing earth shattering but we had an 

excellent time. 

After the Fourth we took highways 101 and 1 down the Oregon and California coast with a side trip to Crater Lake 

and every redwood tree in northern California.  We hit several brewpubs and breweries along the way south from 

Portland.  In Oregon we stopped at Rogue Brewery in Newport, Falling Sky in Eugene (excellent beer and food), 

and Standing Stone in Ashland (decent). In California we hit Lost Coast in Eureka (okay food but good beer), North 

Coast in Fort Bragg (really liked the beer), Lagunitas Brewing in Petaluma (pure heaven for a hop head like me), 

Half Moon Brewing in Half Moon Bay (gave me a pint in a plastic cup), Sea Bright in Santa Cruz (great locals) and 

Cannery Row in Monterey (technically not a brewpub but a great selection of beers).  Driving Highway 1 is 

beautiful if you’re not in a hurry.  I recommend taking the long, winding, hilly, rutted, cow infested road out to Cape 

Mendocino.  That place has the best view on the whole coast in my opinion. 

I won’t be able to join you for Canvention in Springfield this year.  It’s my 20
th
 wedding anniversary and 

my wife, who is very forgiving about these things, has informed me that going would not be in my best interest.  

Since I like sleeping in my own bed, I’ll just go along with her on this one. 

I hope you’ll show me the same support that you have shown Jim these last ten years.  If you don’t I’ll just 

send Mr. Romine along with the Jersey Boys to break your kneecaps.  I kid.  I can do it myself.  

Until next time. Your loyal editor/publisher/whatever I’m supposed to be. 

Kevin 

 

 

 

 

Bockster Boys, we are looking forward to seeing all of you that can make it to Springfield, the home of 

Milton Bradley, Dr. Suess, and the Hall of Fame.  The Bocksters will have a table set up in the front of the trade 

floor selling our shirts, recruiting and signing up new members and maybe even pulling together a quickie can 

raffle.  This will also be a good time to pay your dues.  I will notify all of you that have dues pending for 2012.  

There will be a sign up sheet for table coverage so please sign up to cover the table for an hour.   

Our annual meeting will take place Thursday night from 6:00 to 7:00 pm at the Sheraton King Edward 

Suite.  We will sample some local bock beers, discuss chapter matters, elect officers and raffle off some bock 

breweriana.  It is our only official meeting so I encourage all of you to attend.  While we are a very healthy chapter, 

we are always looking for additional involvement from the rank and file.  Please take some time to think how you 

can increase your involvement and be more active with this great chapter. 

 

Your Secretary, Paul Dodge 



ANOTHER PHOTO FROM THE FAMILY PHOTO ALBUM. Here you have my 
Great Uncles Sherman and 
Herman enjoying a Hatuey 
Bock Beer in Havana, Cuba 
in the late 50’s before the 
Great Revolution that 
transformed Cuba from a 
quaint rural island with a 
diverse  popular local 
culture, and great casinos,  
to a frozen in time 
anachronism of what goes 
wrong when government 
runs amok. Even the cigars 
have gone to hell. I just had 
a Cuban in Canada a couple 
weeks ago, and it tasted like 
straw. A poor imitation of 
what they were like only 10 
years ago. I can’t imagine 
what they tasted like in the 
50’s! 

FOLKS, what you 
have before you is the 40th 
issue of the GOATZETTE, 

our beloved soapbox for all things Bock, and the common loci of the Chapter for 
these ten years now. In that time, we have created one of the strongest At Large 
Chapters in the BCCA, with over 100 members, a strong presence at the 
CANventions year after year, a website, and a body of knowledge about Bock 
Beer and the associated breweriana and cans that’s unprecedented in the hobby. 
Nevermind the fact that with this issue, we’ve published 960 pages of Bock Beer 
nonsense and factoids that are all at the disposal of any active member any time 
they need to access any particular thing Bockish. 

THIS ISSUE has an article that’s especially near and dear to my heart. 
The Gamse litho piece has been a work in process for the last ten years, and it 
was finally time to share what I’ve dug up. I’m sure there are several unknown (to 
me) lithos in this series yet to be discovered and documented, and I look forward 
to the hunt for those yet unfound pieces of this series. Please stop Bockster Matt 
Menke and thank him for the help on this article. He sent me a series of high 
resolution photos of 75% of the series, as well as the price sheet at the beginning 
of the article. I just wish my repeated attempts to get a contact at Gamse LItho 
Co. had been successful. They are still in business, but evidently aren’t too 
interested in their own history, nor the pleas of a bohunk Editor of a small-time 
beer rag for a bit of their time. Oh, well. They still made wonderful Bock 
advertising, and I’m glad we are able to document a piece of their history here. 

Budeebudadeebbudadeeb, That’s All 

Folks! 



SPEAKING OF HISTORY, there’s going to be a bunch of it made in the 
fall. The Adolf Grenke (MB #8) Bock collection goes up for auction, and it will be 
the largest Bock collection to ever cross the block. Adolf is a great guy, and I 
hate to see his collection break up, but time moves on, and I understand his 
reasons for making this decision. Folks, there will be any number of one of a kind 
Bock pieces offered up at this event, so if you’re interested, get your war chest 
ready, and go try your luck. I expect to see a full documentary of the sale in the 
January issue of the magazine. I say “I expect to see”, because….. 

ON ANOTHER FRONT, this is my last issue. Yes, I’m stepping down as 
Your Humble Editor, but that’s a small thing. The Chapter is just going to go on 
from here and now to the future, and the future is very bright. Your Officers are 
all in place to keep things going strong, as you will see at the Chapter Meeting at 
Springfield this fall. Your Next Editor, Kevin Dooley, has already cut his teeth as 
Rusty Bunch Editor, and he will do a great job. After ten years, it was time to 
move out of the Editor’s chair and hand the reins over to others before I got stale 
(I know, too late!). 

THE FUTURE FOR ME? Hell, I’ve got lots to dabble in. The website 
composites need freshened up, the documentation of lots of niches of Bock 
history need to be delved into further, and now I can do that sort of thing without 
the spectre of a deadline looming on the horizon.  That in and of itself will help 
make it more enjoyable for me. Example: you can’t tell me there’s only one Bock 
matchbook cover out there! I want to find the other 5! We haven’t had a good 
update to the Bock crown composite in several years now. There’s the 
opportunity to provide to the Bocksters another Raffle of a MAJOR Bock can, and 
I would like to see that happen. So, I’m not abandoning the hobby, I’m just 
changing direction a bit. It’s a healthy thing to do from time to time. 

SO, THROW YOUR SUPPORT behind Kevin, Your New Editor, and your 
Officers. Help out at the Chapter table. Attend the Chapter Meeting at 
CANvention. Come to Blue/Gray in February, and bring fresh Bock Beer for the 
Tasting. SUBMIT AN ARTICLE OR THREE TO THE GOATZETTE. Be the best 
Bockster you can be.  

I’D LIKE TO THANK a bunch of folks who helped me be the Bockster I am 
today, and without whom this magazine and Chapter wouldn’t be what it is today. 
The late Jerry Trowbridge, MB#1, was instrumental not only in getting the 
Chapter formed and approved by the BCCA, but in getting me involved. Dave 
Reed, MB#3, has been my confidant and advisor through thick and thin, as well 
as being the driving force for the establishment of the website and all its 
compartments and composites. He also continues to be the Raffle Meister, so 
when you win something at the Chapter Meeting this year, say “Thank you, 
Dave”.  I need to thank the New Jersey Joes, Mr. Paczkowski, Mr. Radman, and 
Mr. Germino, for their contributions as Officers. Joe G gets special props for his 
drive to start up the Bock tasting at B/G, which is now an institution.  Steve 
Armstrong has been a regular contributor to the mag since the beginning, as has 
Joe P. with the eBock column. I’m forgetting more than I remember, but it’s been 
a grand ride, and I thank you all for taking it with me for the last decade.  

 



From Secretary Paul Dodge, I received this email on April 27: 

“Fellow Bocksters, 
“I wanted to pass along some sad news, a fellow BCCA’er and all around good guy, Darren Suran 

passed away Tuesday (4/24/12) after a short illness.  He was only 47 years old.  Darren lived in NJ after 
moving from South Bend Indiana a number of years ago to work at Mercedes Benz.  He was a member 
of many chapters including the Jersey Shore and Garden State and he attended all of the recent 
Canventions.  Darren was responsible for many of the creative ideas for the Jersey Shore Hospitality 
Night parties at Canvention and he always went the extra mile on his fantastic costumes.  At BCCA 
events he was everyone’s friend and always enjoyed himself.  He will be missed for sure!  “ 

And there it was, out of the blue. Darren 

had a short, serious illness, and he was gone. A 

great guy to party with, always helping out at the 

Chapter Tables of both the Bocksters and the Rusty 

Bunch. Just the kind of fellow you could get to 

know easily in this hobby, and one of those guys 

who helped make this hobby as much fun as it is. 

I’ll miss him, especially at Canvention time. Here 

are some photos of him at recent shows. 

Darren always had an eye for beauty, as 

these photos attest! Everybody’s crazy ‘bout a 

sharp dressed man, as you see to the right.  

 

To the left, you see Darren 

with two servers during the 

Orlando CANvention Micro Night. 

Darren, we’ll miss you. Keep the 

party going until we catch back up 

to you again! 

RIP  



HEY, HOW ABOUT THAT! 
HERE WE GO with another installment of HHAT! It’s been a while since we had a steady 

stream of these, and I miss them! This issue, we present you with the most current HHAT that I 

believe we’ve ever done. In fact, these two cans should be easy to get your hands on in just a 

couple shows, particularly the upcoming CANvention in Mass.! If in doubt, see Bockster Robin 

Carlson there. I got both of these cans from him, as he handed me full examples to drink at two 

successive Bockster Chapter meetings! 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CAN on the left is the newer of the two, but they came out only a year apart. I drank the 

can on the right at Canvention 2010, and the one on the left in 2011. You see several distinct 

differences between the two, including the sunburst, the yellow dashes below the center design, 

the different colored goats, etc. NOW GO FIND THEM BOTH! Happy Hunting! 

 No, it’s not you. The photo is crooked. 

 



 



THE GAMSE LITHOGRAPHIC COMPANY started in 1896, in Baltimore, MD, and is still in 

existence today. During the period from Repeal through the early 1950’s they produced some of the most 

readily recognized Bock Beer lithographs in the hobby. They were the bread and butter of many small 

brewers in the East and Northeast area, providing cheap advertising in bulk for the seasonal brews of the 

era. One of the things that makes collecting this series of lithos so enjoyable is that the company provided 

the series data, as well as the year of production, on the bottom of each different litho. Evidently, all the 

lithos we’re going to feature here were available into the fifties, as there are several sets of salesman’s 

sample packs in existence that offer stock lithos, without any brewery information on them, as a preview 

of what you could order for your brewery to promote your Bock Beer for the season. 

We’ll start with the 1952 promotional flyer (facing page) that accompanied each set of samples. 

You’ll see that the prices are VERY reasonable, and there is a disclaimer that Gamse will “furnish one 

design to a locality”. In other words, a particular design will only appear in the distribution area of any 

given brewer from the first brewer that selects it. That meant that a brewer didn’t have to worry that his 

poster would look like anyone else’s during the Bock season, and he could rest assured that his brand was 

identified with a particular design. You’ll see that this has served Yuengling very well, indeed, as they are 

using a 1941Stock Gamse design for their current Bock Beer label! Retro Rocks! 

So, what you’ll see on the following pages reflect 19 stock Bock Beer designs that Gamse offered 

from 1935 through 1952. A couple of the m have brewery names on them, but they are actually more 

common as the blank stock piece, as the sample selections were mailed out as a bulk package to choose 

from to many breweries through the years, and many sets (or portions of sets) survive. All the lithos 

shown are in the author’s collection (YHE), but I’m always looking to fill in the gaps. I want to thank 

Matt Menke for his help with this article, as he added 2 examples I didn’t have to my collection, and 

provided great photos of most of the lithos shown. 

The lithos came in two sizes, “S”, which was 14” X 18”, and 18” x 24”, which are MUCH less 

common. The Lithos I have found will be presented in order, as follows: 

BB 1, 1935  BB 3, 1935 BB10, 1935 BB11, 1935 BB12, 1935 BB18, 1941 

BB19, 1941 BB20, 1941 BB21, 1948 BB22, 1948 BB23, 1948 BB24, 1948 

BB25, 1948 BB26, 1949 BB27, 1949 BB28, 1950 BB29, 1950 BB30, 1951 

BB31, 1951. After 1951, it seems that Gamse stopped producing new designs. 

If anyone has any Gamse designs not pictured here, PLEASE get in touch with Your Humble 

Editor. I have a serious Jones for this series of lithos, of which you can take full advantage! 

So here are all the known (by me, anyway) Gamse Bock Lithos!  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  BB1, 1935      BB3, 1935 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  BB 10, 1935      BB 11, 1935 

 



  BB 12, 1935      BB 18, 1941 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  BB 19, 1941      BB 20, 1941 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  BB 21, 1948    BB 22, 1948 most often seen as Old German 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  BB 23, 1948      BB 24, 1948 

An Election year Motif     Much rarer as a Marshfield than a blank sample 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BB 25, 1948, common as Bavarian Brewery   BB 26, 1949, seen as Columbia often 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  BB 27, 1949      BB 28, 1950 

 



  BB 29, 1950      BB 30, 1951 

 

 AND THERE YOU HAVE IT. Many of these 

you’ve seen featuring eastern breweries, but some 

got fairly far afield, as BB 24 is common as a 

Sebewaing piece. There are also some very obscure 

variations, such as BB 24 from Flock Brewing Co. of 

Williamsport, PA. The BB 22 Old German has to be 

the most common of the series, and based upon 

nothing but my experience in trying to find them all, 

it seems BB 23 is the most obscure. It’s common to 

find unbranded sets of these in the 14” X 18” size. 

Folded in half, stuffed in a large envelope, and sent 

out to brewers as samples, they have been found 

by several collectors, including Bocksters Matt 

Menke, who helped tremendously on this article, 

and Steve Gordon, who turned up a set about 5 

years ago. Go find them, they’re out there! 

I leave you with BB 31, from 1951, common as a 

Straub piece. I wish they’d make a can! 



Bock In the  
By Steve Armstrong 

 

 

Is it warm enough for you so far this summer?  Seems like most of the country is experiencing near record 

heat no matter where you are.  Wouldn’t a nice cold bock beer taste good about now, or anytime for that 

matter.  Anyway…here is a continuation from the last newsletter featuring bock beer labels from the Motor 

City of Detroit courtesy of the Goebel Brewing Company.  The historical information was presented before 
so I won’t repeat that here.  On to the labels… 

 

These first two labels are nearly identical in design however, there is one minor differences in them. 

 

      
 

Both labels are essentially the same design however the label on the right has the 3.2% alcohol along the 

bottom edge of the label.  These 3 ¾” square labels are for 12 oz bottles.  These labels have a very similar 

design to the white Goebel Bock flat top cans that were produced in Detroit and Oakland.  According to the 

Beer Can Bible by Jack Martells, the white bock flats date to about 1956. 

 

The next three labels are again of similar design but have their minor differences as well.  All three utilize 

the same central design with the variations coming in the text around this design.  This design was also used 

on the brown Goebel Bock flat top cans from Detroit and Oakland.  Martells dates this brown label design to 

about 1952. 

 



       
 

All three brown labels are for 12 oz bottles.  The variations in these two labels are the orientation of the 

brewery information at the bottom right corner of each label.  The label above right has the alcohol statement 

added below the brewery name and location.  These two labels are also 3 ¾” square.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The third brown label is somewhat smaller in size.  It is 4” wide x 2 7/8” tall.  Also note the change in shape 

from a square to a parallelogram orientation.  Here, the brewery information is on the right and left sides of 

the label while the contents is printed along the bottom. 

 

In all five of these labels, Detroit has the number 7 printed after the city name.  I’ve always been curious to 

know what this means.  I’ve asked several collectors through the years and have yet to come up with an 

answer.  Can anybody here provide an answer to this question?  The 7 is also printed on the brown and white 

Goebel bock flat top cans from Detroit but not those from Oakland. 

 

The last Goebel Bock labels for this issue likely date to the late1950s and/or early 1960s.  The first of these 

bock labels states that the beer was brewed with Crystilled water.  Martells pictures a Goebel Crystilled flat 

top can (#1062, dated to 1959) however the can is gold and blue in color rather than the brown and white like 

these labels. 



    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This 4” x 3 ¼” rectangular label is for a 12 oz bottle.  Notice that the number 7 previously printed after the 

city name is missing from these labels. 

 

      
 

The last two 12 oz. Goebel Bock labels are both 3 ¼” x 3” in size.  Again, they are essentially the same 

design with the only difference between them is that the 3.2%-7% alcohol statement is printed in the upper 

right corner of the label on the right.  

 

Remember…if you would like to see any particular brewery or city’s bock beer labels featured here, please 

let me know.  Or, send me scans of your bock labels and you too can see parts of your bock collection in 

print.  Until next time, stay cool my friends   

 

 



 

Some more items from recent ebay auctions for your enjoyment 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

e bock  from Joe Pac  

Gettelman Bock Draftap Gallon  
One of a few known examples of this 

gallon can in excellent condition. 

Brewed and filled by Gettelman, 

division of Miller Brewing Co., 

Milwaukee-Wis. Reg NO. B-10.The can is 

empty. 

 It took $ 5,811 to win it! 

TOUGH CAN! 

 

Pabst Bock - One-of-a-Kind OI can 

TRUE One of a KIND Lilek R10 and 

SUPERIOR CONDITION OI flat top. This 

Pabst Bock Side panel is totally UNIQUE 

with 17 versus 19 lines of text. Winning 

bid was $ 2,895 

 

  
 



 

 

LEINENKUGEL'S BOCK 

BEER STEIN 
A very rare 1983 Stein.  

Measuring 5 - 1/2" tall and 

holds 16 oz. The inside o 

the stein has a swirl 

pattern. It is a prototype 

by Thomas.  Thomas is 

stamped on the bottom.  

No chips or cracks. 

Winning bid $ 810 

 

Horlacher 

Bock Label 
Horlacher 

Brewing Co., 
Allentown, PA  

Permit PA. L-75. 

Mint. Very Fine.  

Won for $401 

 

 

Vintage Narragansett Bock 

Beer Advertising Sign Poster 
Piece is in good overall shape, has 

some light creasing and light edge 

wear. It appears to be signed 

Donald Brand in lower right hand 

corner. Sign has nice vibrant colors 

and has one small tear in top right 

corner. Piece measures 21.25” tall 

by 16”. Winning bid $ 330 

 

BALLANTINE 

BOCK BALL 

KNOB 
P. Ballantine 

& 

Sons, Newark

, NJ; appears 

to be a 

Schaefer 

knob body 

with an 

installed foil 

insert. 

 Displays well, 

but doesnt lie 

completely 

flat. Winning 

bid  $36.55 



 

See ya next time … Joe Pac #50 

Christian Moerlein Bock Beer 

Die-Cut Litho Sign - Cincinnati, 

OH - RARE 

   Measures 17-1/2” x 24-1/2” 

including frame. Manufactured by 

Wolf and Co – Philadelphia. Early 

1900’s vintage. Very tough piece in 

nice overall condition with some 

minor wear. Item is behind glass on 

a felt like material.  It appears to 

have layers as if it would create a 

3d type item. No touch-ups or 

restorations. Top bid was $ 811 

 

 

 

As Herkimer the Goat once presided over our beloved Editors 

outstanding display at the Orlando Canvention in 2008 he must have 

looked down and thought “Jim you have done me proud”. 

 

 
 

 As a member of the Merry Bocksters I think of all your efforts and 

achievements and say “Jim you have done all of us proud”. Thanks for 

all you have done and join with us as we continue the standard of 

excellence you have established. 



 
 

 
 

 
 

AH, NUDITY! IT keeps 
the mind of a man 
young, as the rest of his 
body gives way to the 
ravages of time.  
This particular piece of 
Pre-Prohibition revelry 
was one of several 
Donaldson lithos that 
went up for auction a few 
years back, and was one 
of my favorites of the 
sale. You have to love 
how the goat is getting 
an eyeful of the maiden’s 
charms, as she raises a 
glass of Bock Beer while 
embracing the Bock 
himself in celebration. 
Her hair is the color of 
the beer, which has been 
coiffed with a garland of 
hops leaves and clusters 
for the occasion. 
Will there be an Animal 
Husbandry class in this 
pair’s future? We’ll never 
know.  
 
 
 
 
 
YOU CAN HAVE YOUR 
GOATMATE featured 
here. Just contact your 
new Editor, Kevin. 



  

 

It’s Here!!!!! 
  It’s Here!!!!! 
   Yeah!!!!! 
 

 
 
 
Jim Romine 

1316 Gormly Cir 

Sanford, NC 27330 
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